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PROJECT BACKGROUND
Project Background

WHAT WE SAW

the smhs today
Project Goals

- Collaboration
- Flexibility
- Welcoming
- Identity
- Laboratory
- Living
- Health & Wellness
- Embodiment of Values
- Interdisciplinary Hub
- Community Asset
- Health Campus
Key Messages

BENEFITS FOR UND
Educational and Research Benefits

• Pioneering a new model for research, education, and work, UND SMHS can become more prominent as a leader in education

• Consolidating the SMHS under one roof provides opportunities for increased support, resources sharing, and redundancy reduction while supporting improvement of existing practices

• Modern facilities broaden the existing health education campus of UND SMHS and help recruit new faculty, researchers, staff, and students
Design

LEARNING
COMMUNITIES

EDUCATION

RESEARCH

ADMINISTRATION/
STAFF

COMING TOGETHER
Connecting Communities. Building the Future.
Design

Existing PCLs
- Owned
- Confined

New Learning Communities
- Interprofessional
- Diverse

Highlighting Change

Building Resources
Design

Highlighting Change

Classrooms / Labs

Existing

Classrooms / Labs

• Smaller
• Owned
• Fixed

New

Classrooms / Labs

• Larger
• Shared
• Flexible

COMING TOGETHER
Connecting Communities. Building the Future.
Design

Existing Research
- Smaller
- Confined
- Fixed

New Research
- Larger
- Open
- Flexible

Highlighting Change
Design

- Existing Offices
  - Inefficient
  - Silos

- New Offices
  - Increased Quantities
  - Interconnected

Highlighting Change

Offices

COMING TOGETHER
Connecting Communities. Building the Future.
Building Plan Diagrams

Key
- Education
- Research
- Learning Communities
- Administration/Staff
- Services/Circulation

Level 01

Level 02

Level 03

Level 04
Main Entrance
North Columbia Road
DAY IN THE LIFE OF FACULTY
Day in the Life of Faculty

Arrive at the UND School of Medicine & Health Sciences building located at **1301 COLUMBIA ROAD**. There will be a parking south and west of the building as well as shuttle service from the main campus.

331 parking spots south and west of the new building.
Day in the Life of Faculty

As you enter the building, pass by the Heritage Wall and get some extra steps by taking the **GRAND STAIRCASE** between the first and second floors.

There are elevators across from the stairs if you need.

There are also **4 communicating staircases spread throughout the building.**
Day in the Life of Faculty

Walking down the **MAIN STREET**, you run into a student and have a quick conversation regarding an upcoming assignment.

Floors 2, 3, 4 have main streets with seating space.
Day in the Life of Faculty

Before entering your office suite, stop by the **FACULTY & STAFF LOUNGE** for a cup of coffee.

One of your colleagues is there – sit in the adjacent **COLLABORATION SPACE** and briefly discuss a new project you are working on.
Day in the Life of Faculty

Head to your **OFFICE SUITE** and settle in your office. With your colleagues in close proximity, you can easily connect for both formal and informal discussions.

You can also meet with students or groups of students in an available meeting room.

Think of the SMHS building as an extension of your office. There are a variety of places to meet with colleagues and students.
Day in the Life of Faculty

Arrive early to your first class of the day in the **AUDITORIUM**. Although the class is large, the flexible seating and tiered floor system allows for students to conduct small group work at the end of the session.

**Room capacity 202**

**Equipped with DISTANCE LEARNING technology & top-of-the-line A/V SYSTEMS.**
Day in the Life of Faculty

In between classes, sit in one of the two **ATRIUM** areas where you can enjoy ample daylight, do some reading or meet with a student.

There is direct access to the outdoor patio!
Day in the Life of Faculty

Teach a class in the new SIMULATION SKILLS LAB. The Lab can be used for large group demonstrations with Task Trainers and Harvey Simulators.

Use one of the five debrief rooms to review and critique student performance from simulated scenarios.

Contains an ambulance bay & outdoor staging area.
Day in the Life of Faculty

Have lunch in the first floor CAFÉ with some colleagues from other departments.

The weather is nice! Enjoy your lunch on the PATIO or take advantage of the bike path behind the UND wellness center that connects to the SMHS.

The kitchen will be fully equipped to offer large FULL-MENU items and will feature extended hours year round.
Day in the Life of Faculty

Attend your afternoon class in the **PLINTH LAB**. There are cameras that allow demonstrations to take place around the room at various plinth stations.

**THIRD FLOOR**

- **12 plinth stations** in the small lab
- **27 plinth stations** in the large lab
Day in the Life of Faculty

Teach a class in the **HIGH-TECH CLASSROOM** where students can present and collaborate at their tables using the monitors. The technology in the room will enable you to be more mobile and interact with students or lecture from the front of the room.

**HIGH-TECH CLASS**

- **64 students**
- **8 person tables**

**ALL CLASSROOMS**

- **4** small classrooms (24 P)
- **4** medium classrooms (48 P)
- **2** large classrooms (64 P)
- **3** extra-large classrooms (88 P)

COMING TOGETHER

Connecting Communities. Building the Future.
Day in the Life of Faculty

Stop at the **RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SUITE** if you need any IT support. Assistance is available to help answer technology questions.

Features computer stations and tech assistance.
Day in the Life of Faculty

Attend your **ANATOMY LAB** designed to support interprofessional gross-anatomy programs with the latest technology and state-of-the-art A/V.

The lab offers visual privacy from the surrounding environment but still allows for natural light.
At the end of the day, you can head home or stay after hours – the facility is open to students, staff, faculty and researchers with card access.